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Mr. Lake H. Barrett, Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

MAY 1 3 1993

Dear Mr. Barrett:

SUBJECT: REVISED PROCEDURAL AND PROJECT-SPECIFIC AGREEMENTS

The purpose of this letter is to transmit the subject agreements for your
review and signature. These documents outline the revised procedures for
staff consultation and exchange of information which the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the U.S. Department of Energy and its designated contractors
will observe in connection with the characterization of sites for a geologic
repository under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended. Your staff
and the NRC have been working closely together over the last several years to
revise both agreements to reflect the current status and operating procedures
for the site characterization program of a high-level waste repository.

Enclosed are two original copies of both agreements for signature. Please
sign both copies, and return one to me. Also enclosed, for reference
purposes, is a line-in-line-out copy of both original agreements to facilitate
review of the revisions. Consistent with previous formatting guidelines,
newly added language is denoted with brackets [ ], and language deleted from
the agreements is marked through with a line.

If you have any questions concerning these agreements, or the revisions made
therein, please contact me or Mr. Joseph J. Holonich of my staff. I can be
reached at (301) 504-3352, or Mr. Holonich can be reached at (301) 504-3387.

Sincerely,
Original signed by
Robert M. BOMero

Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

As statedEnclosures:

See next page for cc's and distribution.
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PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR INTERFACE DURING
GEOLOGIC SITE INVESTIGATION AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION

This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for staff consultation and
exchange of information which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and its designated contractors will observe in
connection with the characterization of sites for a geologic repository under
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (NWPA). The purpose of these
procedures is to assure that an information flow is maintained between the two
agencies which will facilitate the accomplishment by each agency of its
responsibilities relative to site investigation and characterization under the
NWPA. The agreement is to assure that NRC receives adequate information on a
timely basis to enable NRC to review, evaluate, and comment on those DOE
activities of regulatory interest in accordance with DOE's project decision
schedule and thereby facilitate early identification of potential licensing
issues for timely resolution. The agreement is to assure that DOE has prompt
access to NRC for discussions and explanations relative to the intent, meaning
and purpose of NRC comments and evaluations of DOE activities and so that DOE
can be aware, on a current basis, of the status of NRC actions relative to DOE
activities.

This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any project
decision schedule, or any schedules specifically related thereto, that may
hereafter be established by DOE, and any regulations that may hereafter be
adopted by NRC, pursuant to law. In particular, nothing herein shall be
construed to limit the authority of the Commission to require the submission
of information as part of a general plan for site characterization activities
to be conducted at a candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature
and extent of site characterization activities at a candidate site and the
information developed from such activities. In accordance with 10 CFR
60.18(1), no action taken pursuant to this agreement shall be deemed to
constitute a commitment to issue any authorization or license, or in any way
affect the authority of the Commission, its officers, and staff, in any
licensing proceeding.

1. NRC On-Site Representatives

As early as practicable following area phase field work, NRC on-site
representatives will be stationed at any site undergoing investigation
principally to serve as a point of prompt informational exchange and
consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about such
investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

2. Interactions

From the time this agreement is entered into, and for so long as site
characterization activities are being planned or are in progress, DOE and
NRC will schedule and hold interactions periodically as provided in this
section. Interactions are classified as technical meetings, technical
exchanges, site visits, or licensing and management meetings. A written
report agreed to by both DOE and NRC will be prepared for each
interaction.
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a. Technical meetings will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
licensing staff to: review and consult on interpretations of data;
identify potential licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency of
available information and data; and agree upon methods and approaches
for the acquisition of additional information and data as needed to
facilitate NRC reviews and evaluations and for staff resolution of
such potential licensing issues. Technical meetings may be a forum
for the expression of technical/regulatory policy, negotiation of
commitments and an agreement on the acceptability of actions on the
part of both agencies.

b. Technical exchanges will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
licensing staff to: discuss a specific technical and/or regulatory
topic within their areas of expertise (e.g., geology, hydrology,
seismology, waste package design, repository design). The primary
purpose of a technical exchange is to promote a better mutual
understanding of the topic prior to an officially established
technical or regulatory position. For example, a discussion of the
mechanism of a process, the occurrence of a particular event, or the
technical aspects of regulatory interpretations is appropriate for
discussion during a technical exchange. Technical exchanges will not
be used as a forum to officially establish or change technical and/or
regulatory positions, or extract commitments, or agree to courses of
action.

c. Site visits will be held between DOE and NRC technical staff to:
explain technical information related to ongoing field or laboratory
site characterization activities; and visit locations at the site for
field briefings and discussions of preliminary data and interpretation
derived from ongoing work. The primary purpose of a site visit is for
both agencies to benefit from discussion of technical topics in the
field. The itinerary for site visits will be developed and noticed
similar to a technical exchange agenda. The documentation
requirements for the proceedings of site visits are not the same as
for technical exchanges, due to the formative nature of preliminary
data and interpretations. Site visits will not be used as a forum to
officially establish or change technical and/or regulatory positions,
establish commitments, nor agree to courses of action. Proceedings
covered by Appendix 7 of the "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Division of High-Level Waste Management During
Site Characterization Programs and Prior to the Submittal of an
Application for Authorization to Construct a Repository" (hereafter
referred to as the Repository Project-Specific Agreement) do not apply
to site visits.

d. Licensing and management meetings will be held whenever necessary, but
at least semi-annually, to review the summary results of the technical
interactions; to review the status of outstanding concerns and issues;
to discuss plans for resolution of outstanding items and issues; to
update the schedule of technical meetings and other actions needed for
staff resolution of open items regarding site characterization
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programs; and to consult on what guidance is advisable and necessary
for NRC to prepare. Unresolved management issues will be promptly
elevated to upper management for resolution. Licensing and management
meetings are conducted to discuss major nontechnical issues related to
program policy, schedules, scope, and major commitment of resources.
Any commitments that are made during the meeting will be documented
into formal correspondence by the party(ies) making the commitments.

e. Early interactions will be scheduled as needed to discuss written NRC
comments on DOE documents such as Study Plans, DOE's semi-annual
progress reports, and technical reports to foster a mutual
understanding of comments and the information or activities needed for
staff resolution of the comments.

f. In formulating plans for activities which DOE will undertake to
develop information needed for staff resolution of potential licensing
issues, DOE will meet with NRC to provide an overview of the plans so
that NRC can comment on their sufficiency. These discussions will be
held sufficiently early so that any changes that NRC comments may
entail can be duly considered by DOE in a manner not to delay DOE
activities.

g. Schedules of activities pertaining to interactions will be made
publicly available. Potential host States, affected units of local
government, and affected Indian Tribes will be notified and invited to
attend interactions covered in this section (Section 2, Interactions).
The notification will be given on a timely basis by NRC 10 working
days prior to the interaction, where possible. These interactions
will be open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers.

3. Timely Release of Information -

a. Data collected during site investigations will be made available to
NRC on a current, continuing basis after DOE (or DOE contractor)
performs internal checks that are inherent in determining that the
data were obtained and documented properly, in accordance with
applicable quality assurance requirements and procedures.

b. DOE's analyses and evaluations of data will be made available to NRC
in a timely manner.

c. DOE will provide, in a timely manner to NRC, controlled copies of any
specially developed computer programs used in making site
characterization analyses, performance assessments, or design
analyses.

4. SamDles

In accordance with Appendix 2, 'Acquisition of Samples During Site
Characterization Activities by NRC Contractors," of the Repository
Project-Specific Agreement and applicable DOE controlled administrative
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procedures, DOE will provide NRC with samples to be used by NRC for
independent analysis and evaluation. Controlled copies of the applicable
procedures shall be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing
and Quality Assurance Project Directorate or designee.

5. Agencv Use of Information

It is understood that information made available to either agency under
this agreement may be used at that agency's option in carrying out its
responsibilities.

6. Project Specific Agreements

Specific agreements will-be developed for each project and site under
investigation.

7. Consultations

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as limiting forms of
informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
consultations will be documented in a timely manner.

8. OA Audits and Surveillances

NRC staff, and consistent with security access and safety rules,
representatives from affected units of State, local governments, and
Indian Tribes, will be permitted to observe DOE QA audits and
surveillances. In addition, the NRC may perform audits of DOE and
participant QA programs.

Sianature Blocks

Lake H. Barrett, Acting Director Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive Office of Nuclear Material Safety
Waste Management and Safeguards

U.S. Department of Energy U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Date: Date: /9- / 3J?9 3



AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DIVISION OF HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE MANAGEMENT DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAMS AND PRIOR TO THE
SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO CONSTRUCT A REPOSITORY

This agreement implements, on a repository project-specific basis, the
Procedural Agreement Between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.

Department of Energy Identifying Guiding Principles for Interface During
Geologic Site Investigation and Site Characterization" (hereafter referred to
as the Procedural Agreement) made between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and supersedes all previous project-
specific agreement(s) between NRC's Division of High-Level Waste Management
(HLWM) and DOE's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)
regarding information exchange and consultation for potential repository
sites. This agreement implements Section 6 of the Procedural Agreement which
requires that project-specific agreements, tailored to the specific project
and reflecting differences in sites and project organizations be negotiated to
implement the principles established in the Procedural Agreement. Because
this repository project level agreement is drawn to implement the principles
set forth in the Procedural Agreement, appendices detailing repository
project-specific items will be developed as necessary. These appendices will
be updated, added to, or changed as required. Nothing in this agreement shall
be construed either to modify the Procedural Agreement in any way or to confer
rights on any party other than the parties to these agreements.

1. NRC On-Site Representatives (ORs)

At such time as the NRC ORs are stationed at the site, they are to be
provided with office space that is near the DOE project office and site
activities. Where such office space can be provided, DOE is to provide
such space near the site activities and the NRC is to provide space that
can be visited by the public.

The NRC OR shall be afforded access to personnel, project records and
facilities at the respective site, research facilities and other
contractor and subcontractor areas. Access will be subject to
applicable requirements for proper identification and compliance with
applicable access control measures for security, radiological
protection and personnel safety. DOE will identify, at the time it
makes information available to NRC, any records which it considers
exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.
NRC, following consultation with DOE, will withhold such information
from public disclosure to the extent stated in 10 CFR Part 9. Records
as used above are defined as all records that would be generally
relevant to a potential licensing decision by the Commission.
Included in this category are records kept by DOE and DOE contractors
and subcontractors accessible to DOE.

Project-specific conditions are discussed in the appendices.
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2. Interactions

A. Interactions

Schedules agreed on, pursuant to Section 2g of the Procedural
Agreement, for future interactions covering approximately a six month
period will be updated at least bi-weekly and made available in the
local and headquarters public document rooms (PDRs) of both NRC and
DOE. In addition, toll-free telephone services will be operated by
DOE headquarters and NRC to announce the meeting schedules. A
description of this process for making the schedule of upcoming
interactions publicly available will be provided by a DOE annual
Federal Register Notice. Representatives from the affected State,
units of local governments,.and Indian Tribes will be given the
opportunity to participate at the interactions. These interactions
will be open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers, consistent with security access and safety rules.

Dates for major interactions will be agreed to as far in advance
as is practicable, with a time frame of six months in advance as
the goal. Final agreement as to agenda and participants will both
be reached normally a minimum of 10 working days prior to the
scheduled date for the meeting and be made available in the PDRs.
Deviations from the agreed to agenda will be discussed among all
organizations that participate in developing the agenda. Changes
will be agreed upon by DOE and NRC. Although both agencies will
use their best efforts to provide the indicated lead times,
nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the
scheduling of interactions with shorter lead times by mutual
agency agreement.

B. Licensing and Management Meetings

As part of the discussion during licensing and management meetings
held under Section 2c of the Procedural Agreement, issues related to
policy, budget, program scope, commitment of resources and program
schedules may be included as appropriate. The procedures established
in Section 2A above regarding dissemination of schedules and agendas
for the technical interactions will also be used to disseminate
schedules and agendas for the licensing and management meetings. Any
commitments that are made during the meeting will be documented into
formal correspondence by the party(ies) making the commitments.

C. Interaction Reports

The format of the interaction report should include a short
introductory paragraph stating the date of the interaction, the
organizations that participated, and the purpose. Attached to the
minutes should be the list of attendees. In the body, the minutes
should describe the presentations made and the discussions held during
the interaction. Information presented in the minutes will only
report the events that took place during the interaction. Copies of
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presentation materials should be included as attachments to the
minutes. Copies of materials such as preliminary data, maps, logs,
and laboratory books discussed at site visits are not prepared as
documentation of the interaction. Documentation may be provided, upon
request, to a participant on a site visit in accordance with Section
3a of the Procedural Agreement. Following preparation of the minutes
and an informal review within DOE and NRC to assure accuracy, NRC and
DOE lead representatives will sign the minutes. An opportunity will
be provided for representatives-from the State, affected units of
local government, and affected Indian Tribes to include in the summary
any positions they had taken in the interaction. DOE and NRC will
issue interaction reports within 30 days after the interaction. If a
jointly approved NRC/DOE interaction report is not issued within 30
days, NRC and DOE may elect to issue an independent record of events
of the interaction. Interaction reports will be provided to the
State, affected units of local government, affected Indian Tribes, and
the NRC and DOE PDRs. NRC will provide the joint reports. If DOE and
NRC issue separate reports, each agency will be responsible for
providing only its own report.

3. Timely Release of Information

A. Report Inventory

Each agency will develop as soon as practicable and thereafter
maintain and exchange an inventory of reports, plans, procedures, and
technical positions (products) both completed and in process. This
inventory will include descriptions of product scope and purpose as
well as the scheduled dates for completion of draft and final
products. The inventories will be updated and exchanged at least
semi-annually. This will allow each agency to request products from
the other.

B. Points of Contact

Respective points of contact for DOE and NRC are defined in
appropriate appendices. Either agency may change their points of
contact unilaterally with prior notification to the other party.
Other organizations within NRC working on the high-level waste
repository will use these designated points of contact within NRC's
HLWM for interactions with DOE's-OCRWM. Details of the information
exchange will be determined by DOE requirements and defined in
appendices as appropriate.

Telephonic communications covered under Item c in Appendix 1 are
intended solely for the exchange of information and ideas by NRC and
DOE personnel involved in the various technical areas relating to the
site information program for the potential repository site.
Individuals participating in such communications have no authority to
present official NRC or DOE positions, or to make official policy
statements on behalf of either NRC or DOE.
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C. Site Characterization Data for the Potential Repository Site.

To keep the NRC on-site representative informed regarding what data
will be forthcoming and when, DOE will notify the on-site
representative of the schedule of planned field and laboratory testing
covering as long a period as practicable. The representative will
also be notified of changes to the test schedule.

DOE will develop, as soon as practicable, and thereafter maintain a
catalog of all site characterization data, except those excluded by
law. Descriptions of data in the catalog will include: time, place,
and method of acquisition; an indication of the scope of the
information; and the location where they may be examined. This
catalog will be maintainedin a computer data base, readily available
for read-only access by the NRC, as soon as possible, in a mutually
agreed upon electronic format by NRC and DOE. The data catalog will
be updated in accordance with DOE procedures. When developed and
implemented, revisions to the documentation for access to the data
catalog will be provided to NRC as they are made. DOE will revise the
data catalog on a quarterly basis and provide NRC with a hard copy or
a mutually agreeable electronic format and medium until computer
access is available.

Upon NRC request and at a location chosen by DOE, DOE will make data
available to NRC for examination. After the quality assurance checks
specified in Section 3a of the Procedural Agreement have been
completed (which will normally be within 45 days from data acquisition
either in the laboratory or in the field), data will be provided to
NRC in hard copy format, or in a mutually agreeable electronic format
and medium upon request. As site characterization proceeds, DOE may
find it advantageous to maintain electronic data bases containing
basic processed data. As these data bases become available on-line to
the participants, the NRC will be allowed on-line, read-only'
computer access to these systems provided that all questions of
security, and comparable access to the State and the public can be
resolved in a manner that protects the integrity of the system.

Because of the preliminary nature of these data, all such data placed
in the PDR will carry the following caveat: "QA checks on data
contained here have only been performed to determine that the data
have been obtained and documented properly. DOE cautions that any
information is incomplete and preliminary. This information is
subject to change as a more representative data base is accumulated.
Any analyses and interpretations should be made accordingly."

wread-onlyu means that the data file can be read, copied, and down-loaded
(ie., the copied portion of the file can be electronically transmitted to another
file for the reader's use), but that no manipulation or changes to the original
master data file can be performed by the reader.
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NRC will also notify DOE of its schedule (and those of its
contractors) of planned field and laboratory testing conducted at or
with samples from the potential repository site and will establish,
maintain, update, and provide to DOE an inventory of, and access to,
data as described in the preceding paragraphs.

Upon request by NRC or DOE, either party will provide the other a
controlled copy(ies) of any specially developed or modified computer
programs (including programming within commercially available software
and associated linking programs or programs passing data) used in
making site characterization analyses, performance assessments, design
analyses, and design drawings, subject to resolution of proprietary,
privileged, or licensing concerns. Such programs will be available to
NRC or DOE upon citation in.a programmatic document (i.e., documents
published by either party). Each party must maintain this software
under its own appropriate software configuration management controls.
Such programs will be provided in a mutually agreed upon electronic
medium. Each party will provide relevant specifications for use of
requested software; however, each party will be responsible for
acquisition and maintenance of the commercially available software
and/or hardware needed to run the programs requested. Each party will
pay for any respective licensing and maintenance costs associated with
such hardware and/or software.

4. Samples

In accordance with Appendix 2, DOE will provide NRC with samples.

5. Terms of Agreement

The terms of this agreement may be amended at any time by mutual consent,
in writing.
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6. Effective Date

This agreement shall enter into force on the latter date of signature by
the parties.

Signature Blocks

Dwight D. Shelor, Associate Director
for Systems and Compliance

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy

zr~~2/~~/• 'k 4-5
Josep J. Holonich, Director
Repository Licensing and

Quality Assurance Project
Directorate

Division of High-Level Waste
Management

Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Carl P. Gertz, Associate Director
for Geologic Disposal

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
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Appendix 1

YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT OFFICE (YMPO)

Points of contact between NRC and DOE projects concerning Yucca Mountain
site characterization.

a. 10 CFR Part 60 Level Communications (e.g., Site
Characterization Plan (SCP); Site Characterization Analysis;
Progress Reports; comments on these documents)

SCP

Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards to and from Director, DOE Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management

DOE NRC

Director
Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste
Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 6-E-6
Washington, D.C. 20555

b. Formal Communications

DOE Associate Director for Systems and Compliance to and from NRC
Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate

DOi NRC

Associate Director for Systems
and Compliance

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Director
Repository Licensing and Quality

Assurance Project Directorate
Division of High-Level Waste

Management
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 4-H-3
Washington, D.C. 20555
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c. Telephonic Communications

Formal transmittal of technical information to the NRC shall be
through the Office of Systems and Compliance. The points of contact
for informal, technical communications (eg., telephone calls) are
listed below:

AREA NRC DOE

Quality Assurance Quality Assurance Director, Yucca
Section Leader or Mountain Quality
designee Assurance Division

Performance Assessment Repository Performance Chief, Technical
Assessment Section Analysis Branch
Leader or designee

Waste Package Materials Engineering Chief, Field
Section Leader or Engineering Branch
designee

Geologic Repository Geotechnical Chief, Field
Operations Area Engineering Section Engineering Branch

Leader or designee

Exploratory Geotechnical Chief, Exploratory
Studies Facility Engineering Section Studies Facility Branch
. _______________________ Leader or designee

Geology Geology-Geophysics Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

Hydrology Hydrologic Transport Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

Geochemistry Hydrologic Transport Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

W

d. NRC On-site Representative (OR)

Communications and interactions between the NRC OR and DOE are
discussed in Appendix 7.



Appendix 2

ACQUISITION OF SAMPLES DURING SITE
CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES BY NRC CONTRACTORS

Requests for collection of samples (e.g., geologic, simulated glass, concrete,
steel, water, air, plants, animals, etc.), with NRC-supplied specifications
and for which a process of acquisition is not specified in a Yucca Mountain
Project Office (YMPO) Administrative or Branch Technical Procedure, are
recognized by DOE as legitimate. Upon review and acceptance of the request,
DOE will arrange for NRC to receive such requested materials in response to a
written request. DOE may request NRC, on a case-by-case basis, to reevaluate
the amount of sample material requested in light of the needs of the site
characterization program and the availability of samples. DOE will prepare
NRC-specified samples for transport.

Controlled copies of all applicable YMPO Samples Acquisition and Handling
Procedures will be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing and
Quality Assurance Project Directorate, Division of High-Level Waste Management
or designee. The NRC will use these procedures to request samples from DOE,
which are being obtained as part of the site characterization program.
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Appendix 7

AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ON-SITE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE REPOSITORY PROJECTS DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION

The purpose and objective of the on-site representative (OR), as identified in
Section 1 of the Procedural Agreement, is to serve as a point of prompt
informational exchange and consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns
about investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

This appendix is intended to supplement the base agreement and to detail the
guidelines which will govern interaction between the NRC OR, including any NRC
personnel assigned to the OR, and DOE contractor personnel (prime and sub)
through the project's Regulatory Interactions Branch of the Regulatory and
Site Evaluation Division. Any interactions between the OR and DOE, its
contractors, or subcontractors identified in this appendix will not constitute
interactions within the intent of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement and
therefore will not require the preparation of written reports and will not be
subject to State/Tribal and public notification and participation or schedule
requirements of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement. The interactions of
the OR with DOE and its contractors and subcontractors are not intended to
interfere with or replace other channels of NRC/DOE communications and
procedures for information release identified in Sections 2, 3A, and 3B of the
this agreement and Sections 2, 3, 7, and 8 of the Procedural Agreement.

The following points are agreed to:

1. The OR can attend any meetings on-site or off-site dealing with technical
questions or issues related to work required as part of site
characterization (e.g., any items to be covered in Site Characterization
Plans under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended) following
notification of the cognizant DOE project representative responsible for
the meeting as discussed below. Such notification shall be by memorandum,
telephone or personal contact and will be given at least 24 hours in
advance where DOE has provided adequate prior notification to the OR. The
meetings may involve solely DOE or solely DOE's contractors (prime and
sub), or any combination of DOE with their contractors.

If objections to the OR attendance are voiced for any reason, the reason
should be specified. Such objections will be infrequent and will be
exceptions to the rule. If the OR does not agree with DOE objections, it
will be raised to a higher management level for resolution. If resolution
cannot be achieved, the OR will not attend the meeting in question.

2. The OR may communicate orally (in person or by phone) with persons
employed by DOE, DOE's prime contractors or the prime's subcontractor,
(on-site or off-site), providing that the following procedures are
followed. If practicable, the OR will arrange for all individual sessions
with prime contractor and subcontractor staff by contacting the DOE YMPO
Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or designated DOE staff member. If
they cannot be contacted, the OR will attempt to contact the proper prime
contractor, section, or department manager. As a minimum, the OR will
give timely notification of all such sessions to DOE and the affected
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contractor or participant(s) management as soon as possible. The OR will
avoid discussions with personnel when it would appear to disrupt
important duties and will seek to schedule meetings at a mutually
convenient time. It is at the option of DOE, in consultation with
participant management, as to whether or not a staff member, supervisor,
or third party is to be present. No record of such discussions is
required; however, questions that are raised or other issues that arise as
a result of these interactions will be reported by the participant to the
YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief, or the NRC Repository Licensing
and Quality Assurance Project Directorate, as appropriate.

When NRC headquarters staff is temporarily assigned to the OR office, the
NRC Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate, or designee, will.notify DOE's Chief of the Regulatory
Integration Branch of the reassignment at least one week prior to the
reassignment.

3. The DOE project office, DOE prime contractors, and their subcontractors
will provide the OR access to records which would be generally relevant to
a potential licensing decision by the Commission as follows. Upon request
by the OR, DOE or the DOE contractor or subcontractor shall provide:
1) copies of any records of data; 2) records which document the analyses,
evaluations, or reduction of data; or 3) records which contain information
deduced by reason. These records will be made available to the OR, after
the documentation has been reviewed and approved in accordance with the
appropriate project office administrative procedure. Records that have
not been reviewed and approved by the project office shall be made
available for viewing, but not to copy or to retain, at any stage of
completion. Requests by the OR for release of such records shall be made
through and authorized by the YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or
staff.

4. Copies of pre-decisional and preliminary drafts of documents required by
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 as amended, or related to
prelicensing activities, which have not been approved by DOE, will not be
provided to the OR without DOE approval. Documents of this type may be
made available by authorized DOE personnel, for review in DOE or DOE
contractor offices. Such documents may not be authorized as available by
a DOE contractor alone. Any such documents made available are for the use
of the OR and shall not be placed in any NRC public document room.

5. The OR does not have the authority to direct DOE, its contractors or
subcontractors to perform any work. Any formal identification of
questions or issues for investigation by DOE that could result in
contractor or subcontractor work must be formally presented to DOE through
the NRC Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project Directorate in
writing.

6. The OR will attend on-site meetings upon request by the DOE project office
or prime contractor on-site whenever possible. The OR will provide any
records which would normally be available under 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the
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Commission's regulations to project participants upon request to copy. If
convenient, copies of such records will be provided by the OR.

7. The OR shall be afforded access to the site, research facilities, and
other contractor and subcontractor areas to observe testing or other data
gathering activities, in progress, as part of site characterization
subject to compliance with the applicable requirements for identification,
and applicable access control measures for security, radiological
protection and personnel safety, provided that such access shall not
interfere with the activities being conducted by DOE or its contractors
and that any discussions conducted during such access shall comply with
Point 2 above.

Such access shall be allowed as rapidly as it is for DOE or DOE contractor
employees upon display of an appropriate access identification badge, or,
if badging is not possible for national security reasons, upon prior
notification to DOE or cognizant contractor supervisory personnel (by
memorandum, telephone, or personal contact). When an access
identification badge is available to DOE or DOE's contractors and
subcontractors on a routine basis, it shall be made available to the OR
upon completion of the required security clearances and appropriate
radiological and personnel safety training. DOE will ensure that any
training required is provided to the OR.

8. NRC can videotape or photograph any inanimate objects or geologic features
associated with site characterization activities at the Yucca Mountain
Site consistent with Nevada test site security. Additionally, upon
request from the OR, DOE will provide NRC videotape footage of personnel
performing site characterization activities. If requested, the OR and
other NRC staff will be permitted to accompany DOE during the videotaping.

9. DOE YMPO may provide, to the NRC OR, the information required to execute
DOE responsibilities under Appendix 7 of this agreement by informal note,
by telephone, or by personal contact. Such communications shall adhere to
the procedures for communication and information release specified
elsewhere in the Procedural Agreement and this agreement.



PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR INTERFACE DURING
GEOLOGIC SITE INVESTIGATION AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION

This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for staff consultation and
exchange of information which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and its designated contractors will observe in
connection with the characterization of sites for a geologic repository under
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (NWPA). The purpose of these
procedures is to assure that an information flow is maintained between the two
agencies which will facilitate the accomplishment by each agency of its
responsibilities relative to site investigation and characterization under the
NWPA. The agreement is to assure that NRC receives adequate information on a
timely basis to enable NRC to review, evaluate, and comment on those DOE
activities of regulatory interest in accordance with DOE's project decision
schedule and thereby facilitate early identification of potential licensing
issues for timely resolution. The agreement is to assure that DOE has prompt
access to NRC for discussions and explanations relative to the intent, meaning
and purpose of NRC comments and evaluations of DOE activities and so that DOE
can be aware, on a current basis, of the status of NRC actions relative to DOE
activities.

This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any project
decision schedule, or any schedules specifically related thereto, that may
hereafter be established by DOE, and any regulations that may hereafter be
adopted by NRC, pursuant to law. In particular, nothing herein shall be
construed to limit the authority of the Commission to require the submission
of information as part of a general plan for site characterization activities
to be conducted at a candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature
and extent of site characterization activities at a candidate site and the
information developed from such activities. In accordance with 10 CFR
60.18(1), no action taken pursuant to this agreement shall be deemed to
constitute a commitment to issue any authorization or license, or in any way
affect the authority of the Commission, its officers, and staff, in any
licensing proceeding.

1. NRC On-Site ReDresentatives

As early as practicable following area phase field work, NRC on-site
representatives will be stationed at any site undergoing investigation
principally to serve as a point of prompt informational exchange and
consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about such
investigations relating to potential-licensing issues.

2. Interactions

From the time this agreement is entered into, and for so long as site
characterization activities are being planned or are in progress, DOE and
NRC will schedule and hold interactions periodically as provided in this
section. Interactions are classified as technical meetings, technical
exchanges, site visits, or licensing and management meetings. A written
report agreed to by both DOE and NRC will be prepared for each
interaction.
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a. Technical meetings will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
licensing staff to: review and consult on interpretations of data;
identify potential licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency of
available information and data; and agree upon methods and approaches
for the acquisition of additional information and data as needed to
facilitate NRC reviews and evaluations and for staff resolution of
such potential licensing issues. Technical meetings may be a forum
for the expression of technical/regulatory policy, negotiation of
commitments and an agreement on the acceptability of actions on the
part of both agencies.

b. Technical exchanges will be held between DOE and NRC technical/
licensing staff to: discuss a specific technical and/or regulatory
topic within their areas of expertise (e.g., geology, hydrology,
seismology, waste package design, repository design). The primary
purpose of a technical exchange is to promote a better mutual
understanding of the topic prior to an officially established
technical or regulatory position. For example, a discussion of the
mechanism of a process, the occurrence of a particular event, or the
technical aspects of regulatory interpretations is appropriate for
discussion during a technical exchange. Technical exchanges will not
be used as a forum to officially establish or change technical and/or
regulatory positions, or extract commitments, or agree to courses of
action.

c. Site visits will be held between DOE and NRC technical staff to:
explain technical information related to ongoing field or laboratory
site characterization activities; and visit locations at the site for
field briefings and discussions of preliminary data and interpretation
derived from ongoing work. The primary purpose of a site visit is for
both agencies to benefit from discussion of technical topics in the
field. The itinerary for site visits will be developed and noticed
similar to a technical exchange agenda. The documentation
requirements for the proceedings of site visits are not the same as
for technical exchanges, due to the formative nature of preliminary
data and interpretations. Site visits will not be used as a forum to
officially establish or change technical and/or regulatory positions,
establish commitments, nor agree to courses of action. Proceedings
covered by Appendix 7 of the Agreement Between the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Division of High-Level Waste Management During
Site Characterization Programs and Prior to the Submittal of an
Application for Authorization to Construct a Repository" (hereafter
referred to as the Repository Project-Specific Agreement) do not apply
to site visits.

d. Licensing and management meetings will be held whenever necessary, but
at least semi-annually, to review the summary results of the technical
interactions; to review the status of outstanding concerns and issues;
to discuss plans for resolution of outstanding items and issues; to
update the schedule of technical meetings and other actions needed for
staff resolution of open items regarding site characterization
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programs; and to consult on what guidance is advisable and necessary
for NRC to prepare. Unresolved management issues will be promptly
elevated to upper management for resolution. Licensing and management
meetings are conducted to discuss major nontechnical issues related to
program policy, schedules, scope, and major commitment of resources.
Any commitments that are made during the meeting will be documented
into formal correspondence by the party(ies) making the commitments.

e. Early interactions will be scheduled as needed to discuss written NRC
comments on DOE documents such as Study Plans, DOE's semi-annual
progress reports, and technical reports to foster a mutual
understanding of comments and the information or activities needed for
staff resolution of the comments.

f. In formulating plans for activities which DOE will undertake to
develop information needed for staff resolution of potential licensing
issues, DOE will meet with NRC to provide an overview of the plans so
that NRC can comment on their sufficiency. These discussions will be
held sufficiently early so that any changes that NRC comments may
entail can be duly considered by DOE in a manner not to delay DOE
activities.

g. Schedules of activities pertaining to interactions will be made
publicly available. Potential host States, affected units of local
government, and affected Indian Tribes will be notified and invited to
attend interactions covered in this section (Section 2, Interactions).
The notification will be given on a timely basis by NRC 10 working
days prior to the interaction, where possible. These interactions
will be open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers.

3. Timely Release of Information

a. Data collected during site investigations will be made available to
NRC on a current, continuing basis after DOE (or DOE contractor)
performs internal checks that are inherent in determining that the
data were obtained and documented properly, in accordance with
applicable quality assurance requirements and procedures.

b. DOE's analyses and evaluations of data will be made available to NRC
in a timely manner.

c. DOE will provide, in a timely manner to NRC, controlled copies of any
specially developed computer programs used in making site
characterization analyses, performance assessments, or design
analyses.

4. Samples

In accordance with Appendix 2, Acquisition of Samples During Site
Characterization Activities by NRC Contractors," of the Repository
Project-Specific Agreement and applicable DOE controlled administrative
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procedures, DOE will provide NRC with samples to be used by NRC for
independent analysis and evaluation. Controlled copies of the applicable
procedures shall be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing
and Quality Assurance Project Directorate or designee.

5. Agencv Use of Information

It is understood that information made available to either agency under
this agreement may be used at that agency's option in carrying out its
responsibilities.

6. Project SDecific Agreements

Specific agreements will be developed for each project and site under
investigation.

7. Consultations

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as limiting forms of
informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
consultations will be documented in a timely manner.

8. OA Audits and Surveillances

NRC staff, and consistent with security access and safety rules,
representatives from affected units of State, local governments, and
Indian Tribes, will be permitted to observe DOE QA audits and
surveillances. In addition, the NRC may perform audits of DOE and
participant QA programs.

Signature Blocks

Lake H. Barrett, Acting Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U.S. Department of Energy

Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Date: Date: / 9 / i - 117 ?-?
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DIVISION OF HIGH-LEVEL
WASTE MANAGEMENT DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAMS AND PRIOR TO THE
SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO CONSTRUCT A REPOSITORY

This agreement implements, on a repository project-specific basis, the
"Procedural Agreement Between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.
Department of Energy Identifying Guiding Principles for Interface During
Geologic Site Investigation and Site Characterization" (hereafter referred to
as the Procedural Agreement) made between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and supersedes all previous project-
specific agreement(s) between NRC's Division of High-Level Waste Management
(HLWM) and DOE's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)
regarding information exchange and consultation for potential repository
sites. This agreement implements Section 6 of the Procedural Agreement which
requires that project-specific agreements, tailored to the specific project
and reflecting differences in sites and project organizations be negotiated to
implement the principles established in the Procedural Agreement. Because
this repository project level agreement is drawn to implement the principles
set forth in the Procedural Agreement, appendices detailing repository
project-specific items will be developed as necessary. These appendices will
be updated, added to, or changed as required. Nothing in this agreement shall
be construed either to modify the Procedural Agreement in any way or to confer
rights on any party other than the parties to these agreements.

1. NRC On-Site Representatives (ORs)

At such time as the NRC ORs are stationed at the site, they are to be
provided with office space that is near the DOE project office and site
activities. Where such office space can be provided, DOE is to provide
such space near the site activities and the NRC is to provide space that
can be visited by the public.

The NRC OR shall be afforded access to personnel, project records and
facilities at the respective site, research facilities and other
contractor and subcontractor areas. Access will be subject to
applicable requirements for proper identification and compliance with
applicable access control measures for security, radiological
protection and personnel safety. DOE will identify, at the time it
makes information available to NRC, any records which it considers
exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act.
NRC, following consultation with DOE, will withhold such information
from public disclosure to the extent stated in 10 CFR Part 9. Records
as used above are defined as all records that would be generally
relevant to a potential licensing decision by the Commission.
Included in this category are records kept by DOE and DOE contractors
and subcontractors accessible to DOE.

Project-specific conditions are discussed in the appendices.
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A. Interactions

Schedules agreed on, pursuant to Section 2g of the Procedural
Agreement, for future interactions covering approximately a six month
period will be updated at least bi-weekly and made available in the
local and headquarters public document rooms (PDRs) of both NRC and
DOE. In addition, toll-free telephone services will be operated by
DOE headquarters and NRC to announce the meeting schedules. A
description of this process for making the schedule of upcoming
interactions publicly available will be provided by a DOE annual
Federal Register Notice. Representatives from the affected State,
units of local governments,. and Indian Tribes will be given the
opportunity to participate at the interactions. These interactions
will be open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers, consistent with security access and safety rules.

Dates for major interactions will be agreed to as far in advance
as is practicable, with a time frame of six months in advance as
the goal. Final agreement as to agenda and participants will both
be reached normally a minimum of 10 working days prior to the
scheduled date for the meeting and be made available in the PDRs.
Deviations from the agreed to agenda will be discussed among all
organizations that participate in developing the agenda. Changes
will be agreed upon by DOE and NRC. Although both agencies will
use their best efforts to provide the indicated lead times,
nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the
scheduling of interactions with shorter lead times by mutual
agency agreement.

B. Licensing and Management Meetings

As part of the discussion during licensing and management meetings
held under Section 2c of the Procedural Agreement, issues related to
policy, budget, program scope, commitment of resources and program
schedules may be included as appropriate. The procedures established
in Section 2A above regarding dissemination of schedules and agendas
for the technical interactions will also be used to disseminate
schedules and agendas for the licensing and management meetings. Any
commitments that are made during the meeting will be documented into
formal correspondence by the party(ies) making the commitments.

C. Interaction Reports

The format of the interaction report should include a short
introductory paragraph stating the date of the interaction, the
organizations that participated, and the purpose. Attached to the
minutes should be the list of attendees. In the body, the minutes
should describe the presentations made and the discussions held during
the interaction. Information presented in the minutes will only
report the events that took place during the interaction. Copies of
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presentation materials should be included as attachments to the
minutes. Copies of materials such as preliminary data, maps, logs,
and laboratory books discussed at site visits are not prepared as
documentation of the interaction. Documentation may be provided, upon
request, to a participant on a site visit in accordance with Section
3a of the Procedural Agreement. Following preparation of the minutes
and an informal review within DOE and NRC to assure accuracy, NRC and
DOE lead representatives will sign the minutes. An opportunity will
be provided for representatives from the State, affected units of
local government, and affected Indian Tribes to include in the summary
any positions they had taken in the interaction. DOE and NRC will
issue interaction reports within 30 days after the interaction. If a
jointly approved NRC/DOE interaction report is not issued within 30
days, NRC and DOE may elect to issue an independent record of events
of the interaction. Interaction reports will be provided to the
State, affected units of local government, affected Indian Tribes, and
the NRC and DOE PDRs. NRC will provide the joint reports. If DOE and
NRC issue separate reports, each agency will be responsible for
providing only its own report.

3. Timely Release of Information

A. Report Inventory

Each agency will develop as soon as practicable and thereafter
maintain and exchange an inventory of reports, plans, procedures, and
technical positions (products) both completed and in process. This
inventory will include descriptions of product scope and purpose as
well as the scheduled dates for completion of draft and final
products. The inventories will be updated and exchanged at least
semi-annually. This will allow each agency to request products from
the other.

B. Points of Contact

Respective points of contact for DOE and NRC are defined in
appropriate appendices. Either agency may change their points of
contact unilaterally with prior notification to the other party.
Other organizations within NRC working on the high-level waste
repository will use these designated points of contact within NRC's
HLWM for interactions with DOE'-s-OCRWM. Details of the information
exchange will be determined by DOE requirements and defined in
appendices as appropriate.

Telephonic communications covered under Item c in Appendix 1 are
intended solely for the exchange of information and ideas by NRC and
DOE personnel involved in the various technical areas relating to the
site information program for the potential repository site.
Individuals participating in such communications have no authority to
present official NRC or DOE positions, or to make official policy
statements on behalf of either NRC or DOE.
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C. Site Characterization Data for the Potential Repository Site.

To keep the NRC on-site representative informed regarding what data
will be forthcoming and when, DOE will notify the on-site
representative of the schedule of planned field and laboratory testing
covering as long a period as practicable. The representative will
also be notified of changes to the test schedule.

DOE will develop, as soon as practicable, and thereafter maintain a
catalog of all site characterization data, except those excluded by
law. Descriptions of data in the catalog will include: time, place,
and method of acquisition; an indication of the scope of the
information; and the location where they may be examined. This
catalog will be maintained in a computer data base, readily available
for read-only access by the NRC, as soon as possible, in a mutually
agreed upon electronic format by NRC and DOE. The data catalog will
be updated in accordance with DOE procedures. When developed and
implemented, revisions to the documentation for access to the data
catalog will be provided to NRC as they are made. DOE will revise the
data catalog on a quarterly basis and provide NRC with a hard copy or
a mutually agreeable electronic format and medium until computer
access is available.

Upon NRC request and at a location chosen by DOE, DOE will make data
available to NRC for examination. After the quality assurance checks
specified in Section 3a of the Procedural Agreement have been
completed (which will normally be within 45 days from data acquisition
either in the laboratory or in the field), data will be provided to
NRC in hard copy format, or in a mutually agreeable electronic format
and medium upon request. As site characterization proceeds, DOE may
find it advantageous to maintain electronic data bases containing
basic processed data. As these data bases become available ?n-line to
the participants, the NRC will be allowed on-line, read-only
computer access to these systems provided that all questions of
security, and comparable access to the State and the public can be
resolved in a manner that protects the integrity of the system.

Because of the preliminary nature of these data, all such data placed
in the PDR will carry the following caveat: UQA checks on data
contained here have only been performed to determine that the data
have been obtained and documented properly. DOE cautions that any
information is incomplete and preliminary. This information is
subject to change as a more representative data base is accumulated.
Any analyses and interpretations should be made accordingly."

1 "read-only" means that the data file can be read, copied, and down-loaded
(ie., the copied portion of the file can be electronically transmitted to another
file for the reader's use), but that no manipulation or changes to the original
master data file can be performed by the reader.
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NRC will also notify DOE of its schedule (and those of its
contractors) of planned field and laboratory testing conducted at or
with samples from the potential repository site and will establish,
maintain, update, and provide to DOE an inventory of, and access to,
data as described in the preceding paragraphs.

Upon request by NRC or DOE, either party will provide the other a
controlled copy(ies) of any specially developed or modified computer
programs (including programming within commercially available software
and associated linking programs or programs passing data) used in
making site characterization analyses, performance assessments, design
analyses, and design drawings, subject to resolution of proprietary,
privileged, or licensing concerns. Such programs will be available to
NRC or DOE upon citation in a programmatic document (i.e., documents
published by either party): Each party must maintain this software
under its own appropriate software configuration management controls.
Such programs will be provided in a mutually agreed upon electronic
medium. Each party will provide relevant specifications for use of
requested software; however, each party will be responsible for
acquisition and maintenance of the commercially available software
and/or hardware needed to run the programs requested. Each party will
pay for any respective licensing and maintenance costs associated with
such hardware and/or software.

4. Samples

In accordance with Appendix 2, DOE will provide NRC with samples.

5. Terms of Agreement

The terms of this agreement may be amended at any time by mutual consent,
in writing.
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6. Effective Date

This agreement shall enter into force on the latter date of signature by
the parties.

Signature Blocks

Dwight 0. Shelor, Associate Director
for Systems and Compliance

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy

Joseph J. Holonich, Director
Repository Licensing and

Quality Assurance Project
Directorate

Division of High-Level Waste
Management

Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Carl P. Gertz, Associate Director
for Geologic Disposal

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
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Appendix I

YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT OFFICE (YMPO)

Points of contact between NRC and DOE projects concerning Yucca Mountain
site characterization.

a. 10 CFR Part 60 Level Communications (e.g., Site
Characterization Plan (SCP); Site Characterization Analysis;
Progress Reports; comments on these documents)

SCP

Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards to and from Director, DOE Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management

DOE NRC

Director
Office of Civilian

Radioactive Waste
Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 6-E-6
Washington, D.C. 20555

b. Formal Communications

DOE Associate Director for Systems and Compliance to and from NRC
Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate

EQa NRC

Associate Director for Systems
and Compliance

Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Director
Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate

Division of High-Level Waste
Management

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 4-H-3
Washington, D.C. 20555
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c. Telephonic Communications

Formal transmittal of technical information to the NRC shall be
through the Office of Systems and Compliance. The points of contact
for informal, technical communications (eg., telephone calls) are
listed below:

AREA NRC DOE

Quality Assurance Quality Assurance Director, Yucca
Section Leader or Mountain Quality
designee Assurance Division

Performance Assessment Repository Performance Chief, Technical
Assessment Section Analysis Branch
Leader or designee

Waste Package Materials Engineering Chief, Field
Section Leader or Engineering Branch
designee

Geologic Repository Geotechnical Chief, Field
Operations Area Engineering Section Engineering Branch

Leader or designee

Exploratory Geotechnical Chief, Exploratory
Studies Facility Engineering Section Studies Facility Branch

Leader or designee

Geology Geology-Geophysics Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

Hydrology Hydrologic Transport Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

Geochemistry Hydrologic Transport Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch
designee

________________________________ I _________________________________ ________________________________

d. NRC On-site Representative (OR)

Communications and interactions between the NRC OR and DOE are
discussed in Appendix 7.



ApDendix 2

ACQUISITION OF SAMPLES DURING SITE
CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITIES BY NRC CONTRACTORS

Requests for collection of samples (e.g., geologic, simulated glass, concrete,
steel, water, air, plants, animals, etc.), with NRC-supplied specifications
and for which a process of acquisition is not specified in a Yucca Mountain
Project Office (YMPO) Administrative or Branch Technical Procedure, are
recognized by DOE as legitimate. Upon review and acceptance of the request,
DOE will arrange for NRC to receive such requested materials in response to a
written request. DOE may request NRC, on a case-by-case basis, to reevaluate
the amount of sample material requested in light of the needs of the site
characterization program and the availability of samples. DOE will prepare
NRC-specified samples for transport.

Controlled copies of all applicable YMPO Samples Acquisition and Handling
Procedures will be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing and
Quality Assurance Project Directorate, Division of High-Level Waste Management
or designee. The NRC will use these procedures to request samples from DOE,
which are being obtained as part of the site characterization program.
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Appendix 7

AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ON-SITE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE REPOSITORY PROJECTS DURING SITE CHARACTERIZATION

The purpose and objective of the on-site representative (OR), as identified in
Section 1 of the Procedural Agreement, is to serve as a point of prompt
informational exchange and consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns
about investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

This appendix is intended to supplement the base agreement and to detail the
guidelines which will govern interaction between the NRC OR, including any NRC
personnel assigned to the OR, and DOE contractor personnel (prime and sub)
through the project's Regulatory Interactions Branch of the Regulatory and
Site Evaluation Division. Any interactions between the OR and DOE, its
contractors, or subcontractors identified in this appendix will not constitute
interactions within the intent of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement and
therefore will not require the preparation of written reports and will not be
subject to State/Tribal and public notification and participation or schedule
requirements of Section 2 of the Procedural Agreement. The interactions of
the OR with DOE and its contractors and subcontractors are not intended to
interfere with or replace other channels of NRC/DOE communications and
procedures for information release identified in Sections 2, 3A, and 3B of the
this agreement and Sections 2, 3, 7, and 8 of the Procedural Agreement.

The following points are agreed to:

1. The OR can attend any meetings on-site or off-site dealing with technical
questions or issues related to work required as part of site
characterization (e.g., any items to be covered in Site Characterization
Plans under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended) following
notification of the cognizant DOE project representative responsible for
the meeting as discussed below. Such notification shall be by memorandum,
telephone or personal contact and will be given at least 24 hours in
advance where DOE has provided adequate prior notification to the OR. The
meetings may involve solely DOE or solely DOE's contractors (prime and
sub), or any combination of DOE with their contractors.

If objections to the OR attendance are voiced for any reason, the reason
should be specified. Such objections will be infrequent and will be
exceptions to the rule. If the OR-does not agree with DOE objections, it
will be raised to a higher management level for resolution. If resolution
cannot be achieved, the OR will not attend the meeting in question.

2. The OR may communicate orally (in person or by phone) with persons
employed by DOE, DOE's prime contractors or the prime's subcontractor,
(on-site or off-site), providing that the following procedures are
followed. If practicable, the OR will arrange for all individual sessions
with prime contractor and subcontractor staff by contacting the DOE YMPO
Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or designated DOE staff member. If
they cannot be contacted, the OR will attempt to contact the proper prime
contractor, section, or department manager. As a minimum, the OR will
give timely notification of all such sessions to DOE and the affected
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contractor or participant(s) management as soon as possible. The OR will
avoid discussions with personnel when it would appear to disrupt
important duties and will seek to schedule meetings at a mutually
convenient time. It is at the option of DOE, in consultation with
participant management, as to whether or not a staff member, supervisor,
or third party is to be present. No record of such discussions is
required; however, questions that are raised or other issues that arise as
a result of these interactions will be reported by the participant to the
YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief, or the NRC Repository Licensing
and Quality Assurance Project Directorate, as appropriate.

When NRC headquarters staff is temporarily assigned to the OR office, the
NRC Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate, or designee, will notify DOE's Chief of the Regulatory
Integration Branch of the reassignment at least one week prior to the
reassignment.

3. The DOE project office, DOE prime contractors, and their subcontractors
will provide the OR access to records which would be generally relevant to
a potential licensing decision by the Commission as follows. Upon request
by the OR, DOE or the DOE contractor or subcontractor shall provide:
1) copies of any records of data; 2) records which document the analyses,
evaluations, or reduction of data; or 3) records which contain information
deduced by reason. These records will be made available to the OR, after
the documentation has been reviewed and approved in accordance with the
appropriate project office administrative procedure. Records that have
not been reviewed and approved by the project office shall be made
available for viewing, but not to copy or to retain, at any stage of
completion. Requests by the OR for release of such records shall be made
through and authorized by the YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or
staff.

4. Copies of pre-decisional and preliminary drafts of documents required by
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 as amended, or related to
prelicensing activities, which have not been approved by DOE, will not be
provided to the OR without DOE approval. Documents of this type may be
made available by authorized DOE personnel, for review in DOE or DOE
contractor offices. Such documents may not be authorized as available by
a DOE contractor alone. Any such documents made available are for the use
of the OR and shall not be placed in any NRC public document room.

5. The OR does not have the authority to direct DOE, its contractors or
subcontractors to perform any work. Any formal identification of
questions or issues for investigation by DOE that could result in
contractor or subcontractor work must be formally presented to DOE through
the NRC Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project Directorate in
writing.

6. The OR will attend on-site meetings upon request by the DOE project office
or prime contractor on-site whenever possible. The OR will provide any
records which would normally be available under 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the
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Commission's regulations to project participants upon request to copy. If
convenient, copies of such records will be provided by the OR.

7. The OR shall be afforded access to the site, research facilities, and
other contractor and subcontractor areas to observe testing or other data
gathering activities, in progress, as part of site characterization
subject to compliance with the applicable requirements for identification,
and applicable access control measures for security, radiological
protection and personnel safety, provided that such access shall not
interfere with the activities being conducted by DOE or its contractors
and that any discussions conducted during such access shall comply with
Point 2 above.

Such access shall be allowed as rapidly as it is for DOE or DOE contractor
employees upon display of an appropriate access identification badge, or,
if badging is not possible for national security reasons, upon prior
notification to DOE or cognizant contractor supervisory personnel (by
memorandum, telephone, or personal contact). When an access
identification badge is available to DOE or DOE's contractors and
subcontractors on a routine basis, it shall be made available to the OR
upon completion of the required security clearances and appropriate
radiological and personnel safety training. DOE will ensure that any
training required is provided to the OR.

8. NRC can videotape or photograph any inanimate objects or geologic features
associated with site characterization activities at the Yucca Mountain
Site consistent with Nevada test site security. Additionally, upon
request from the OR, DOE will provide NRC videotape footage of personnel
performing site characterization activities. If requested, the OR and
other NRC staff will be permitted to accompany DOE during the videotaping.

9. DOE YMPO may provide, to the NRC OR, the information required to execute
DOE responsibilities under Appendix 7 of this agreement by informal note,
by telephone, or by personal contact. Such communications shall adhere to
the procedures for communication and information release specified
elsewhere in the Procedural Agreement and this agreement.
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PROCEDURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE U-S- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY IDENTIFYING GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR INTERFACE DURING
[GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY] SITE INVESTIGATION AND SITE CHARACTERIZATION

This Procedural Agreement outlines procedures for staff consultation and
exchange of information which the [Nuclear Regulatory] Commission fORMG and
the [U.S.] Department of Energy (DOE) [and its designated contractors] will
observe in connection with the characterization of sites for a geologic
repository under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, [as amended (NWPA)].
The purpose of these procedures is to assure that an information flow is
maintained between the two agencies which will facilitate the accomplishment
by each agency of its responsibilities relative to site investigation and
characterization under the Nuccar Waste Policy Act [NWPA]. The agreement is
to assure that NRC receives adequate information on a timely basis to enable
NRC to review, evaluate, and comment on those DOE activities of regulatory
interest in accordance with DOE's Rroject decision schedule and thereby
facilitate early identification of potential licensing issues for timely staff
resolution. The agreement is to assure that DOE has prompt access to NRC for
discussions and explanations relative to the intent, meaning and purpose of
NRC comments and evaluations of DOE activities and so that DOE can be aware,
on a current basis, of the status of NRC actions relative to DOE activities.

This Procedural Agreement shall be subject to the provisions of any project
decision schedule, [or any schedules specifically related thereto,] that may
hereafter be established by DOE, and any regulations that may hereafter be
adopted by NRC, pursuant to law. In particular, nothing herein shall be
construed to limit the authority of the Commission to require the submission
of information as part of a general plan for site characterization activities
to be conducted at a candidate site or the submission of reports on the nature
and extent of site characterization activities at a candidate site and the
information developed from such activities. [In accordance with 10 CFR
60.18(1), no action taken pursuant to this agreement shall be deemed to
constitute a commitment to issue any authorization or license, or in any way
affect the authority of the Commission, its officers, and staff, in any
licensing proceeding.]

1. NRC On-Site Representatives

As early as practicable following area phase field work, NRC on-site
representatives will be stationed at each [any] site undergoing
investigation principally to serve as a point of prompt informational
exchange and consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns about
such investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

2. Meetnli. [Interactionsl

From the time this agreement is entered into, and for so long as site
characterization activities are being planned or are in progress, DOE and
NRC will schedule and hold meetings [interactions] periodically as
provided in this section. [Interactions are classified as technical
meetings, technical exchanges, site visits, or licensing and management
meetings.] A written report agreed to by both DOE and NRC will be
prepared for each meeting [interaction.] including agreements reached.
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a. Technical meetings will be held between DOE and NRC technical
[/licensing] staff to: review and consult on interpretations of data;
identify potential licensing issues; agree upon the sufficiency of
available information and data; and agree upon methods and approaches
for the acquisition of additional information and data as needed to
facilitate NRC reviews and evaluations and for staff resolution of
such potential licensing issues. [Technical meetings may be a forum
for the expression of technical/regulatory policy, negotiation of
commitments and an agreement on the acceptability of actions on the
part of both agencies.]

(b.] [Technical exchanges will be held between DOE and NRC technical
[/licensing] staff to: discuss a specific technical and/or regulatory
topic within their areas of'expertise (e.g., geology, hydrology,
seismology, waste package design, repository design). The primary
purpose of a technical exchange is to promote a better mutual
understanding of the topic prior to an officially established
technical or regulatory position. For example, a discussion of the
mechanism of a process, the occurrence of a particular event, or the
technical aspects of regulatory interpretations is appropriate for
discussion during a technical exchange. Technical exchanges will not
be used as a forum to officially establish or change technical and/or
regulatory positions, or extract commitments, or agree to courses of
action.]

[c.] [Site visits will be held between DOE and NRC technical staff to:
explain technical information related to ongoing field or laboratory
site characterization activities; and visit locations at the site for
field briefings and discussions of preliminary data and interpretation
derived from ongoing work. The primary purpose of a site visit is for
both organizations to benefit from discussion of technical topics in
the field. The itinerary for site visits will be developed and
noticed similar to a technical exchange agenda. The documentation
requirements for the proceedings of site visits are not the same as
for a technical exchange, due to the formative nature of preliminary
data and interpretations. Site visits will not be used as a forum to
officially establish or change technical and/or regulatory positions,
establish commitments, nor agree to courses of action. Proceedings
covered by Appendix 7 of the "Agreement Between the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Division of High-Level Waste Management During
Site Characterization Programs and Prior to the Submittal of an
Application for Authorization to Construct a Repository" (hereafter
referred to as the Repository Project-Specific Agreement) do not apply
to site visits.]

b.[d.] Periodic [Licensing and] management meetings will be [held] at the
site specific projcet leCel whenever necessary, but at least [semi-
annually], quarterly, to review the summary results of the technical
meetings [interactions]; to review the status of outstanding concerns
and issues; [to] discuss plans for resolution of outstanding items and
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issues; to update the schedule of technical meetings and other actions
needed for staff resolution of open items regarding site
characterization programs; and to consult on what generic guidance is
advisable and necessary for NRC to prepare. Unresolved management
issues will be promptly elevated to upper management for resolution.
[Licensing and management meetings are conducted to discuss major
nontechnical issues related to program policy, schedules, scope, and
major commitment of resources. Any commitments that are made during
the meeting will be documented into formal correspondence by the
party(ies) making the commitments.]

e-xie.] Early technical meetings [interactions] will be scheduled [as needed]
to discuss written NRC comments on DOE documents such as &-te
Characterizatien (Study] Plans, DOE's semi-annual progress reports,
and technical reports to foster a mutual understanding of comments and
the information or activities needed for staff resolution of the
comments.

dof.] In formulating plans for activities which DOE will undertake to
develop information needed for staff resolution of potential licensing
issues, DOE will meet with NRC to provide an overview of the plans so
that NRC can comment on their sufficiency. These discussions will be
held sufficiently early so that any changes that NRC comments may
entail can be duly considered by DOE in a manner not to delay DOE
activities.

e-4g.] Schedules of activities pertaining to technical meetings
[interactions] will be made publicly available. Potential host
States, [affected units of local government,] and affected Indian
Tribes will be notified and invited to attend technical meetings
(interactions] covered in this section (Section 2, Meetings
(Interactions]). The notification will be given on a timely basis by
the DOE [NRC ten working days prior to the interaction, where
possible]. These technical meetings [interactions] will be open,
meetFings with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers.

3. Timely Release of Information

a. Data collected during site invesqigations will be made available to
NRC on a current, continuing basis after the DOE (or DOE contractor)
quality azsurance [performs internal] checks that are inherent in
determining that the data Mas [were] obtained and documented properly,
(in accordance with applicable quality assurance requirements and
procedures.]

b. DOE's analyses and evaluations of data will be made available to NRC
in a timely manner.
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[c.] [DOE will provide, in a timely manner to NRC, controlled copies of any
specially developed computer programs used in making site
characterization analyses, performance assessments, or design
analyses.]

4. site Specific Samples

[In accordance] Gens4stentr with [Appendix 2, 'Acquisition of Samples
During Site Characterization Activities by NRC Contractors," of] the
Repository Project-Specific Agreement and applicable [DOE controlled
administrative] mutually agreed on procedures, DOE will provide NRC with
site speeifie samples to be used by NRC for independent analysis and
evaluation. [Controlled copies of the applicable procedures shall be
provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance
Project Directorate or designee,]

5. Agencv Use of Information

It is understood that information made available to either agency
under this agreement may be used at that agency's option in carrying
out its responsibilities.

6. Prolect SDecific Agreements

Project specific agreements to implemcent the above principles will be
negotiated within 120 days of the time this agreement is entered into.
These prejeet spc;£; agreement: will be tailered to the speeific
prcjects to reflect thc differCnce: in sites and project organizations.

[Specific agreements will be developed for each project and site under
investigation.]

7. FConsultationsl

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as limiting forms of
informal consultation not mentioned in this agreement (for example,
telephone conversation or exchanges of reports). These other
consultations will be documented in a timely manner.
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[8.][0A Audits and Surveillances]

[NRC staff, and consistent with security access and safety rules,
representatives from affected units of State, local governments, and
Indian Tribes, will be permitted to observe DOE QA audits and
surveillances. In addition, the NRC may perform audits of DOE and
participant QA programs.]

[Signature Blocksl

Robert 6. Morgan, Prcject Director
Nucar Waste Policy -A t

Pejeet ffi~ee
[Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management]

U.S. Department of Energy

John C. Davi4S, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Date: Date:



AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE [U.S.] DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY-S OFFICE OF GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES PROjECTS (BWIP, NNW!SI, SRP, GRP) [CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT] AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION1S DIVISION OF [HIGH-LEVEL)
WASTE MANAGEMENT DURING THE SITE INVESTIGATION AND CHARACTERIZATION PROGRAMS
AND PRIOR TO THE SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR AUTHORIZATION TO CONSTRUCT A
REPOSITORY

This agreement implements, on a [repository] project-specific basis, the
Procedural Agreement [Between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S.

Department of Energy Identifying Guiding Principles for Interface During
Geologic Dite Investigation and Site Characterization" (hereafter referred to
as the Procedural Agreement)] made between the [Nuclear Regulatory] Commission
and the [U.S.] Department [of Energy] (DOE), and supersedes all previous
project-specific agreement(s) between NRC's Division of [High-Level] Waste
Management [(HLWM)] and DOE's Offiee of Ccologic Rcpositorics [Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)] regarding information exchange and
consultation for potential repository sites. This agreement implements
Section 6 of the OEjN'RG Procedural Agreement which requires that project-
specific agreements, tailored to the specific project and reflecting
differences in sites and project organizations be negotiated to implement the
principles established in the Procedural Agreement. Because this [repository]
project level agreement is drawn to implement the principles set forth in the
Procedural Agreement, appendices detailing [repository] project-specific items
[will be developed] as necessary are attached. These appendices will be
updated, added to, or changed as required. Nothing in this agreement shall be
construed either to modify the Procedural Agreement in any way or to confer
rights on any party other than the parties to these agreements.

1. NRC On-Site ReDresentatives (ORs)

At such time as the NRC ORs are stationed at [the] each site, they are to
be provided with office space that can be readily visited by members of
the-pub4ee and is near the DOE project office and site activities (where
Project Offi.e and site acti.itics arc net c.en'.tni.nt to on. anither, twe
separate offices will be provided). Where such office space can be
provided, in DOE fazilities, DOE is to provide such space Otherwise, the
DOE i: to provide space in its facilities near the Projcet Officcs and
site activities and the NRC is to provide space that can be visited by the
public.

The NRC OR shall be afforded access to personnel, project records and
facilities at the respective site, geologic repository operations area
and adjacent areas, research facilities and other contractor and
subcontractor areas. Access will be subject to applicable
requirements for proper identification and compliance with applicable
access control measures for security, radiological protection and
personnel safety. [DOE will identify, at the time it makes
information available to NRC, any records which it considers exempt
from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. NRC,
following consultation with DOE, will withhold such information from
public disclosure to the extent stated in 10 CFR Part 9.] Records as
used above shall inelude [are defined as] all records that would be
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generally relevant to a potential licensing decision by the
Commission. Included in this category are records kept by DOE and DOE
contractors and subcontractors accessible to DOE.

Project-specific conditions are discussed in the appendices.

2. fetlinM rInteractionsl

A. Tcchnical Meetings [Interactions]

Schedules agreed on, pursuant to Section 2e[g] of the Procedural
Agreement, for future [interactions] meet4ngs covering approximately a
three [six] month period will be updated at least [bi-]weekly and
posted prominently [made available] in the local and headquarters
public document rooms (PDRs) of both the NRC and tHe DOE. In
addition, toll-free telephone service[s] will be operated by DOE
headquarters [and NRC] to announce the meeting schedules. A
description of this process for making the schedule of upcoming
[interactions] meetings publicly available will be provided by a DOE
annual Federal Register Notice. Affected Statctrlbal representatives
[Representatives from the affected State, units of local governments,
and Indian Tribes] *WTd will be given the opportunity to participate at
the tcchnical meetings [interactions]. [These interactions will be
open, with members of the public being permitted to attend as
observers, consistent with security access and safety rules.]

Dates for major technical meetings [interactions] will be agreed
to as far in advance as is practicable, with a geaT [time frame]
of fefe [six] months in advance [as the goal]. Final agreement as
to agenda and participants will both be reached normally a minimum
of 10 working days prior to the scheduled date for the meeting and
be pested [made available] in the PDRs. Deviations from the
agreed to agenda [will be discussed among all] arc permitted upon
agreement of NRC, and the ogneizant DOE, Preject Offcc and
[organizations that participate in developing the agenda. Changes
will be agreed upon by DOE and NRC.] Although both agencies will
use their best efforts to provide the indicated lead times,
nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the
scheduling of technical meetings [interactions] with shorter lead
times by mutual [agency] agreement. The host agency has the
rcponsibility for erganizing and conducting technical meetings.

B. [Licensing and] Management Meetings

As part of the discussion during [licensing and] management meetings
held under Section 2b[c] of the Procedural Agreement, issues related
to policy, budget, program scope, commitment of resources and program
schedules may be included as appropriate. The host agency has the
rczponsibility for organizing and cenducting management mWctins. The
procedures established in Section 2A above regarding dissemination of
schedules and agendas for the technical meetings [interactions] will
also be used to disseminate schedules and agendas for the [licensing
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and] management meetings. [Any commitments that are made during the
meeting will be documented into formal correspondence by the
party(ies) making the commitments.]

C. Meeting [Interaction] Reports

A meeting report containing a summary of important obscrvations and
issues discussed at meetings will be jointly prepared by DOE and NRC
for the Tcchnical and Management meetings discussed above, and signed
or initialed by reprcsentatiycs of both agncies at the conclusion of
eaeh meeting. [The format of the interaction report should include a
short introductory paragraph stating the date of the interaction, the
organizations that participated, and the purpose. Attached to the
minutes should be the list of attendees. In the body, the minutes
should describe the presentations made and the discussions held during
the interaction. Information presented in the minutes will only
report the events that took place during the interaction. Copies of
presentation materials should be included as attachments to the
minutes. Copies of materials such as preliminary data, maps, logs,
and laboratory books discussed at site visits are not prepared as
documentation of the interaction. Documentation may be provided, upon
request, to a participant on a site visit in accordance with Section
3a of the Procedural Agreement. Following preparation of the minutes
and an informal review within DOE and NRC to assure accuracy, NRC and
DOE lead representatives will sign the minutes.] An opportunity will
be provided for Stateaffceted tribal representatives [from the State,
affected units of local government, and affected Indian Tribes to
include in the summary any positions they had taken in the
interaction.] add their _ommnts and obs4ryatioes to and 4nitial the
ncting summary. A standard format shoen in Appcendix 6 will be used
in the preparation of meeting reports. The DOE [and NRC] will issue
[interaction] meeting reports within two weeks [thirty days] after the
[interaction] meeting. [If a jointly approved NRC/DOE interaction
report is not issued within 30 days, NRC and DOE may elect to issue an
independent record of events of the interaction.] The DOE will also
provide the meeting reports to the affected States, Indian Tribcs, and
its PORs. The NRC will distribute meeting reports to its PDRs.
[Interaction reports will be provided to the State, affected units of
local government, affected Indian Tribes, and the NRC and DOE PDRs.
NRC will provide the joint reports. If DOE and NRC issue separate
reports, each agency will be responsible for providing only its own
report.]

3. Timely Release of Information

A. Report Inventory

Each agency will develop as soon as practicable and thereafter
maintain and exchange an inventory of reports, plans, procedures, and
technical positions (products) both completed and in process. This
inventory will include descriptions of product scope and purpose as
well as the scheduled dates for completion of draft and final
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products. The inventories will be updated and exchanged at least
quartealy [semi-annually.] This will allow each agency to request
products from the other. and thereby influence priorities for
irelaseT.

B. Points of Contact

Respective points of contact for t4e ind4iidual DOE prejeet and se
NRC are defined in [appropriate appendices] the- ppend4*. Either
agency may change their points of contact unilaterally with prior
notification to the other party. Other organizations within the NRC
[working on the high-level waste repository] will werk through [use]
these designated points of contact within the NRC's D4i.sion of Waste
Management [HLWM] for interactions with "te DOE's Offlcc of Ccologic
fepos4torlcs Projects [OCRWO]. Details of the information exchange
will be determined by the individual projeet [DOE] requirements and
defined in the [appendices] appendix as appropriate.

Teehnie-al [Telephonic] communications [covered under Item c in
Appendix 1] are intended solely for the exchange of information and
ideas by NRC and DOE personnel involved in the various technical areas
relating to the site information program for [the] potential
repository site. Individuals participating in such communications have
no authority to present official NRC or DOE positions, or to make
official policy statements on behalf of either NRC or DOE.

C. Sitc Invest4gat4on and Site Characterization Data for [the] Potential
Repository Site.

To keep the NRC on-site representative informed regarding what data
will be forthcoming and when, DOE will notify the [on-site]
representative of the schedule of planned field and laboratory testing
covering as long a period as practicable. The representative will
also be notified of changes to the test schedule. The sehedule and
any notification of changes to the schedule will also be provided to
the eognizant NRC flcpesitery Preject Branch Seetion header. (see
Appendiees 1 4).

The DOE will develop, as soon as practicable, and thereafter maintain
a catalog of [all site characterization] data, [except those excluded
by law]. Descriptions of data in the catalog will include: time,
place, and method of acquisition; [an indication of the scope of the
information]; and [the location] where they may be examined. This
catalog will be updated and provided to NRC at least quarterly
[maintained in a computer data base, readily available for read-only
access by the NRC, as soon as possible, in a mutually agreed upon
electronic format by NRC and DOE. The data catalog will be updated in
accordance with DOE procedures. When developed and implemented,
revisions to the documentation for access to the data catalog will be
provided to NRC as they are made. DOE will revise the data catalog on
a quarterly basis and provide NRC with a hard copy or a mutually
agreeable electronic format and medium until computer access is
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available.]

Upon NRC request and at a location chosen by the DOE, the DOE will
make data available to th4e NRC for examination. After the quality
assurance checks specified in Section 3a of the Procedural Agreement
have been completed [(]which will normally be within 45 days from data
acquisition either in the laboratory or in the field[)], data will be
provided to the NRC in hard copy format, [or in a mutually agreeable
electronic format and medium] upon request. [As site characterization
proceeds, DOE may find it advantageous to maintain electronic data
bases containing basic processed data. As these data bases become
available ?nline to the participants, the NRC will be allowed on-line,
read-only[ ] computer access to these systems provided that all
questions of security, and comparable access to the State and the
public can be resolyed in asanner that protects the integrity of the
system.]

Because of the preliminary nature of these data, all such data placed
in the PDR will carry the following caveat: I'QA checks on data
contained here have only been performed to determine that the data hMs
have been obtained and documented properly. ;he DOE cautions that any
information is [incomplete and] preliminary. (This information is]

and pHerhaps [as a] more representative data base is accumulated.T-hese
data and [Any analyses and] interpretations should be *s-ed [made]
accordingly."

The NRC will also notify t-he DOE of its schedule (and those of its
contractors) of planned field and laboratory testing conducted at or
with samples from [the] potential repository sites and will establish,
maintain, update, and provide to the DOE an inventory of, [and access
to,] data as described in the preceding paragraphs].

[Upon request by NRC or DOE, either party will provide the other a
controlled copy(ies) of any specially developed or modified computer
programs (including programming within commercially available software
and associated linking programs or programs passing data) used in
making site characterization analyses, performance assessments, design
analyses, and design drawings, subject to resolution of proprietary,
privileged, or licensing concerns. Such programs will be available to
NRC or DOE upon citation in a programmatic document (i.e., documents
published by either party). Each party must maintain this software
under its own appropriate software configuration management controls.
Such programs will be provided in a mutually agreed upon electronic
medium. Each party will provide relevant specifications for use of
requested software; however, each party will be responsible for

1 [Oread-onlym means that the data file can be read, copied, and down-
loaded (ie., the copied portion of the file can be electronically transmitted to
another file for the reader's use), but that no manipulation or changes to the
original master data file can be performed by the reader.]
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acquisition and maintenance of the commercially available software
and/or hardware needed to run the programs requested. Each party will
pay for any respective licensing and maintenance costs associated with
such hardware and/or software.]

4. rite Spccific Samples

[In accordance] Consistent
will provide the NRC with

with the specified in Appendix [2], 4he DOE
s4te speei44e samples.

5. Terms of Agreement

The terms of this agreement will be rceiCW
at any time by mutual consent, in writing.

6. Effective Date

ed feally and may be amended

This agreement shall enter into force on the
the parties.

Signature Blocks

latter date of signature by

[Associate Director for Systems
and Compliance]

[Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management]

[U.S. Department of Energy]

[Director]
[Repository Licensing and
Quality Assurance Project
Directorate]

[Division of High-Level Waste
Management]

[Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards]

[U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission]

[Associate Director for
Geologic Disposal]

[Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management]

[U.S. Department of Energy]
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[Agreement Concerning The Nuclear Regulatory Commission On-
Site Representative For The Repository Projects During Site
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Apvendix n1 a-NNWS!

[YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE CHARACTERIZATION PROJECT OFFICE (YMPO)]

Points of contact between NRC and DOE projects [concerning Yucca Mountain
site characterization]

[a.] [10 CFR Part 60 Level Communications (e.g., Site
Characterization Plan (SCP); Site Characterization
Analysis; SCP Progress Reports; comments on these
documents)]

[Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards to and from Director, DOE Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management]

DOE1 [UNRC]

[Director]
[Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste
Management]

[U.S. Department of Energy]
[Washington, D.C. 20585]

[Director]
[Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards]

[U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission]
[Mail Stop 6-E-6]
[Washington, D.C. 20555]

[b.]*o. Formal Communications

NNWSI Project Manager to and from NRC NTS Project Scetion Leader
[DOE Associate Director for Systems and Compliance to and from NRC
Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate]

DOE NRC

Bireetor, W!aste Management
Pr~ejeet Offlee
Neyada Operations Off iec
-Box-4MO0
has Vegas, NY. fl9114

Scetion Leader [Director]
[Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate]

Division of [High-Level] Waste
Management

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 4-H-3
Washington, D.C. 20555

[Associate Director for Systems
and Compliance]

[Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management]

[U. S. Department of Energy]
[Washington, D.X. 20585]
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[c.]b1. Teehnieal [Telephonic] Communications

[Formal transmittal of technical information to the NRC shall be
through the Office of Systems and Compliance. The points of
contact for informal, technical communications (eg., telephone
calls) are listed below:

AREA NRC NNW&+ GONTRAGTORS
l________ -_________ [DOE]

Quality Assurance BWIP Prejeet [Quality Michacl Spacth, SA!
Assurance] Section [Director, Yucca
Leader or designee Mountain Quality

Assurance Division]

Performance Assessment Salt Projee-t Thomas Hunter, SN6
[Repository Performance [Chief, Technical
Assessment] Section Analysis Branch]
Leader or designee

Waste Package Materials Engineering Larry Ramspctt, 6LL-
Section Leader or (Chief, Field
designee Engineering Branch]

Geologic Repository Mi4ning [Geotechnical Thomas HJunter, SN
Operations Area Engineering] [Chief, Field

CcGcnginecring Facility Engineering Branch]
Des4ign Section Leader
or designee .-

Exploratory Shaft Mining [Geotechnical Donald Oakley, LANL
[Studies Facility] Engineering] [Chief, Exploratory

Ccocngincering Facility Studies Facility
Design Section Leader Branch]
or designee

Geology Geology[-]Geophysics William Dudlcy, USCS
Section Leader or [Chief, Site
designee Investigations Branch]

Hydrology Hydr~elegy [Hydrologic William Dudlcy, USCS
Transport] Section [Chief, Site
Leader or designee Investigations Branch]

Geochemistry Geeehemist"y Donald Oakley, L6ANL
[Hydrologic Transport] [Chief, Site
Section Leader or Investigations Branch]

l ________________________ designee
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[d.][NRC On-site Representative (OR)]

[Communications and interactions between the NRC OR and DOE are
discussed in Appendix 7.]



Appendix rz1i

ACQUISITION OF SITE SPECIF4G SAMPLES DURING SITE !NVESTIGATION AND SITE
CHARACTERIZATION [ACTIVITIES] BY NRC CONTRACTORS

[Requests for collection of samples (e.g., geologic, simulated glass,
concrete, steel, water, air, plants, animals, etc.), with NRC-supplied
specifications and for which a process of acquisition is not specified in a
Yucca Mountain Project Office (YMPO) Administrative or Branch Technical
Procedure, are recognized by DOE as legitimate. Upon review and acceptance of
the request, DOE will arrange for NRC to receive such requested materials in
response to a written request. DOE may request NRC, on a case-by-case basis,
to reevaluate the amount of sample material requested In light of the needs of
the site characterization program and the availability of samples. DOE will
prepare NRC-specified samples for transport.]

[Controlled copies of all applicable YMPO Samples Acquisition and Handling
Procedures will be provided to the NRC's Director, Repository Licensing and
Quality Assurance Project Directorate, Division of High-Level Waste Management
or designee. The NRC will use these procedures to request samples from DOE,
which are being obtained as part of the site characterization program.]



[ADpendices 3 - 6 Reserved]



ApDendix 7

AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE [NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION] ON-SITE
REPRESENTATIVE *OR* FOR THE REPOSITORY PROJECTS DURING SITE !NVESTICATION AND

CHARACTERIZATION

The purpose and objective of the on-site representative (OR), as identified in
4tem [Section] 1 of the Procedural Agreement, is to serve as a point of prompt
informational exchange and consultation and to preliminarily identify concerns
about investigations relating to potential licensing issues.

This appendix is intended to supplement the base agreement and to detail the
guidelines which will govern interaction between the NRC OR, including any NRC
personnel assigned to the OR, and DOE contractor personnel (prime and sub)
[through the project's Regulatory Interactions Branch of the Regulatory and
Site Evaluation Division.] involvedin the project. Any interactions between
the OR and DOE, its contractors, or subcontractors identified in this appendix
will not constitute Emeet sg.l [interactions] within the intent of +tem
[Section] 2 of the Procedural Agreement, and therefore will not require the
preparation of written reports and will not be subject to State/Tribal and
public notification and participation or schedule requirements of 4iem
[Section] 2 of the Procedural Agreement. The interactions of the OR with DOE
and its contractors and subcontractors are not intended to interfere with or
replace other channels of NRC/DOE communications and procedures for
information release identified in Sections 2, 3A, and 3B of the base [this]
agreement and Sections 2, 3, 7, and [8] of the Procedural Agreement.

The following points are agreed to:

1. The OR can attend any meetings on-site or off-site dealing with technical
questions or issues related to work required as part of site
characterization and site investigation (e.g., any items to be covered in
Site Characterization Plans under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, [as
amended]) following notification of the cognizant DOE project
representative responsible for the meeting as discussed below. Such
notification shall be by memorandum, telephone or personal contact and
will be given at least 24 hours in advance where DOE has provided adequate
prior notification to the OR. The meetings may involve solely DOE or
solely DOE's contractors (prime and sub), or any combination of DOE with
their contractors.

If objections to the OR attendance are voiced for any reason, the reason
should be specified. Such objections will be infrequent and will be
exceptions to the rule. If the OR does not agree with [DOE] 0he
objections, to his attendance, it will be raised to a higher management
level for resolution. If resolution cannot be achieved, the OR will not
attend the meeting in question.

2. The OR may communicate orally (in person or by phone) with the-pr'ejet
participants persons employed by DOE, DOE's prime contractors or the
prime's subcontractor, (on-site or off-site), providing that the following
procedures are followed. If practicable, the OR shall [will] arrange for
all individual sessions with prime contractor and subcontractor staff by
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contacting fArst the DOE [YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or
designated DOE staff member.] and DOE contractor personnel identified in
Appendix 1, 2 and 3 of the basc agreement, or If they cannot be contacted,
[the OR will attempt to contact] the proper prime contractor, section, or
department manager. or proper DOE Team Leader. As a minimum, the OR will
give timely notification of all such sessions to [DOE and the affected
contractor or participant(s) management as soon as possible.] the above
individuals. The OR will avoid discussions with personnel when it would
appear to disrupt their normal [important] duties and will [seek to]
schedule [meetings] a discussion pcriod at a mutually convenient time.
The OR will keep DOE cr cognizant DOE prime contractor supervisory
personnel informed near term (approximately 1 week) areas for intended
review and the pr ject participants who may be eontaetd. It is (at] the
option of DOE, [in consultation with participant management,] eo-the
person contacted by the OR as tb whether or not a [staff member,]
supervisor, or third party is to be present. No record of these [such]
discussions is required; however, questions that are raised or other
issues that arise as a result of the abeve (these] interactions will be
reported [by the participant] to the [YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch
Chief, or the NRC Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate, as appropriate.] NRC Division of Waste Managemcnt and to the
cognizant DOE preject personnel by the OR as soon as practical.

[When NRC headquarters staff is temporarily assigned to the OR office, the
NRC Director, Repository Licensing and Quality Assurance Project
Directorate, or designee, will notify DOE's Chief of the Regulatory
Integration Branch of the reassignment at least one week prior to the
reassignment.]

3. [The] DOE project officefs+, DOE prime contractors, and their
subcontractors will provide the OR access to records which would be
generally relevant to a potential licensing decision by the Commission as
follows. Upon request by the OR, the DOE or the DOE contractor or
subcontractor shall provide: [1)] copies of any records of mew data;
provided that the quality assurancc chceks specified in section 3.a of the
Procedural Agreement have been performed. [2)] records which document the
analyses, evaluations, or reduction of few data; or [3)] [records which]
contain information deduced by reason. (These records] whieh will be made
available to the OR, after the documentation has been [reviewed and
approved in accordance with the appropriate project office administrative
procedure.] peer reviewed by the prime contractor, and clcared .ed
approved by DOE. Records [that have not been reviewed and approved by the
project office] shall be [made] available for viewing, but not to copy or
to recceiyc a copy for retention [retain], at any stage of completion.
(Requests by the OR for release of such records shall be made through and
authorized by the YMPO Regulatory Interactions Branch Chief or staff.]

4. [Copies of predecisional and preliminary] drafts of documents required by
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 [as amended], [or related to
prelicensing activities], such as the EA, and SCP which have not been
approved by DOE, will not be provided to the OR without DOE approval.
Documents of this type may be made available by [authorized] DOE
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[personnel], but not the DOE contractor, [for review in DOE or DOE
contractor offices. Such documents may not be authorized as available by
a DOE contractor alone.] Any such documents made available are for the
use of the OR and shall not be placed in any NRC public document room.

5. The OR does not have the authority to direct DOE, their [its] contractors
or subcontractors to perform any work. Any formal identification of
questions or issues for Investigation by DOE that could result in
contractor or subcontractor work must be formally presented to DOE through
the NRC Division of Wastc Management [Repository Licensing and Quality
Assurance Project Directorate] in writing.

6. The OR will attend on-site meetings upon request by the DOE project office
or prime contractor on-site whenever possible. The OR will provide any
[NRC] records which would normally be available under 10 CFR Part 2.790 of
the Commission's regulations to project participants upon request to copy.
If convenient, copies of such records will be provided by the OR.

7. The OR shall be afforded access to the site, research facilities, and
other contractor and subcontractor areas to observe testing or other data
gathering activities, in progress, as part of site characterization Med
site investigation subject to compliance with the applicable requirements
for identification, and applicable access control measures for security,
radiological protection and personnel safety, provided that such access
shall not interfere with the activities being conducted by DOE or its
contractors (sce point 6 above) and that any discussions conducted during
such access shall comply with point 2 above.

Such access shall be allowed as rapidly as it is for DOE or DOE contractor
employees upon display of an appropriate access identification badge, or,
if badging is not possible for national security reasons, upon prior
notification to DOE or cognizant contractor supervisory personnel (by
memorandum, telephone, or personal contact). When an access
identification badge is available to DOE or DOE's contractors and
subcontractors on a routine basis, it shall be made available to the OR
upon completion of the required security clearances and appropriate
radiological and personnel safety training. DOE will ensure that any
training required is provided to the OR.

[8.][NRC can videotape or photograph any inanimate objects or geologic
features associated with site characterization activities at the Yucca
Mountain Site consistent with Nevada test site security.
Additionally, upon request from the OR, DOE will provide NRC videotape
footage of personnel performing site characterization activities. If
requested, the OR and other NRC staff will be permitted to accompany
DOE during the videotaping.]

[9.][DOE YMPO may provide, to the NRC OR, the information required to execute
DOE responsibilities under Appendix 7 of this agreement by informal note,
by telephone, or by personal contact. Such communications shall adhere to
the procedures for communication and information release specified
elsewhere in the Procedural Agreement and this agreement.]


